1.8(stat.) 6 3.3(sys.) counts, or (1.7 6 0.2) 3 10 keV kg yr normalized to the total Xe exposure (123.7 kg yr). Both this and the 61s
value (also (1.7 6 0.2) 3 1023 keV21 kg21 yr21) are consistent with previous results, 1.5 6 0.1 (1.4 6 0.1) with the same units in the 61s (62s)
ROI13. The dominant backgrounds arise from 232Th (16.0 counts), 238U
(8.1 counts) and 137Xe (7.0 counts). This amount of 137Xe is consistent
with estimates from studies of the activation of 136Xe in muon-vetotagged data. The total number of events seen in this region is 39. The
best-fit value of 0nbb counts is 9.9, consistent with the null hypothesis at
1.2s as calculated using toy MC studies. The corresponding profilelikelihood scan of this parameter is shown in Fig. 5.
A number of cross-checks were performed on the result. No event
reconstruction anomalies were found after hand-scanning all events
in the ROI. The time-between-events distribution of the ROI events is
consistent with a constant-rate process and the standoff distance
distribution of events in data is consistent with the best-fit model.
Additional backgrounds were considered that could contribute events
to the ROI. In particular, we tested for 110mAg and 88Y because of their
possible association with the measurement in ref. 12, and found that
both produce a distinct high-multiplicity signature in EXO-200 (SS/
(SS 1 MS) < 5–10%). Separate fits including each of these PDFs contributed the following counts to the 62s ROI: N110mAg ~0:04+0:02
and NssY ~0:02+0:01. Finally, we were able to exclude any significant
effect on the ROI background from 214Bi external to the Pb shield—
for example, from 238U in the surrounding salt.

level half-life limit assuming the background estimated from the maximum-likelihood fit and the absence of a 0nbb signal. We calculate this
metric using an ensemble of limits determined from Monte Carlo pseudoexperiments and find the EXO-200 sensitivity to be 1.9 3 1025 yr, representing an improvement by a factor of 2.7 over ref. 13.
In Fig. 6 we compare the 0nbb sensitivity and half-life limits from
the GERDA, KamLAND-Zen and EXO-200 experiments. Also shown
is the positive observation claim in 76Ge from ref. 14. The results of the
present analysis are inconsistent with the central value of this claim at
90% confidence level for two of the four considered nuclear matrix
element calculations, namely, GCM26 and NSM27.
The first two years of EXO-200 data demonstrate the power of a
large and homogeneous LXe TPC in the search for 0nbb. Simulations
of the nEXO experiment, a proposed 5,000-kg LXe TPC based on the
EXO-200 design, show that the state-of-the-art background measured
in EXO-200 can be further improved by finer charge readout pitch (to
improve the SS/MS discrimination) and by lower electronic noise in
the scintillation channel. In addition, Xe self-shielding will become
more powerful in larger detectors, where the c attenuation length at
energies near the Q-value becomes small with respect to the linear size
of the LXe vessel. This advantage only applies to monolithic, homogeneous detectors.
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In summary, we report a 90% confidence level lower limit on the 0nbb
half-life of 1.1 3 1025 yr. With the nuclear matrix elements of refs
26–29 and the phase space factor from ref. 21, this corresponds to an
upper limit on the Majorana neutrino mass of 190–450 meV. Using
the three flavour fit of ref. 30 (also M. Tortola and J. Valle, personal
communication), we further use this range of effective mass limits to
construct a constraint on the mass mmin of the lightest neutrino mass
eigenstate, assuming the most disadvantageous combination of CP
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Figure 5 | Profile likelihood, l, for 0nbb counts. The horizontal dashed lines
represent the 1s and 90% confidence levels assuming the validity of Wilks’
theorem32,33, intersecting the profile curve at (3.1, 18) and 24 0nbb counts,
respectively. From toy Monte Carlo studies, the best-fit value is consistent with
the null hypothesis at 1.2s.

Figure 6 | Comparison with recent results from 136Xe and 76Ge 0nbb
experiments. Sensitivity (orthogonal lines) and limits (arrows) from GERDA
and KamLAND-Zen are from refs 11 and 12, respectively. The diagonal lines
are derived from several recent nuclear matrix element calculations and the
phase-space factor from ref. 21, included to allow comparison between results
from the two nuclei: GCM26, NSM27, IBM-230 and RQRPA29. Tick marks along
these lines indicate the associated effective neutrino mass in eV. The claimed
observation in 76Ge (KK&K; ref. 14) is shown as a shaded grey band (CL,
confidence level). The previous EXO-200 limit and sensitivity from ref. 13 were
1.6 3 1025 yr and 0.7 3 1025 yr, respectively.
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